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Félix VR Crack Download [Mac/Win]

It's a 5.6GB-VR4.0 standalone App. - 1 Player only- In VR. - Jump and Run, Jump and Walk, Jump
and Slide- Impossible to get stuck. - Realistic movement. - Graphical optimized for Virtual
Reality. - Non-directional sound. - Complete "Binaural" (Dolby 3D Audio) - Two hidden paths
with mysterious codes to find! - Under your finger, the space is a world of adventure. - Another
world. - Far from a standard run & jump, this game requires a close attention, discover and feel
the world, explore the secrets, and step on the wrong path to find your way out. - Defining
moments every day. - The new VR lover? Give it a try, you'll like it! - It's a little Bit like Duck
Season but better. - For someone who is afraid of monsters! - It's a great game for anyone who
has a little bit of time and curiosity! - It's a lost object. - A secret treasure. - A puzzle adventure.
- It's a secret to find. - It's a huge story... Anime fan? Maybe you're a fan of Jessica Jones? You
want to hear about The Red King? You think that child is cute? There is a deep secret, there are
hidden ways... It's a hard story, a big adventure... There is an episode to discover. - In a town of
big mysteries, hide the clues, and find the key to the mystery. - Your brain is challenged, it will
never be the same again. - This is a game that will totally surprise you. - You're not lost, but
you're not found... - It's a challenge, for all ages, for all people. - A game for everyone. - This is
the first episode in the series. - More story in the following episodes. - Secrets will be revealed. -
Find what you're looking for. - We don't know where we're going.
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System Requirements:

* 2GB or more of RAM * 800MB or more of hard-drive space * Dual-core Intel processor * USB
ports, with power supply * Broadband Internet connection * OSX 10.6 or later Price &
Availability: Game/Screenshots: You have no idea how much fun I had with this game. I actually
started playing it on my Macbook and then when I got home I was able to continue on my
laptop. I had a few missteps before I
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